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Social / Fika / Afterwork / Karaoke

Wednesday, 15-09-23 17:17 -  ???

Coffe room (Fikarummet)

Within the framework of our Linnaeus - Palme Teacher/Student exchange program

we are supposed to organize some social activities in order to stimulate cultural

exchange. To get started, we plan an informal come together next Wednesday.

Everyone who is interested is welcome. It could be nice if you could bring some small

samples of food from your culture, (coffee/tea/water will be supplied), some songs

(small sound system will be available), pictures, videos (projector will be available),

happy mood!

The plan is to teach each other a new song and to have FUN!  
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The answers to the two questions above, if given by the artisan who made the real 

artifact may differ from those given by students in the classroom. One reason would be 

that the weaver produces authentic artifacts, in principle, with different objectives to 

those of the teacher in bringing or referring to basket patterns in mathematics class. 

Moreover, the material (straw, sisal or bamboos) used to produce real artifact do not 

have the same flexibility as the cardboard strips used to imitate the weaving technique 

in the classroom. Taking these aspects in consideration I was challenged to invent an 

apparatus to manage in the classroom the very weaving technique of the artisan without 

using the material s/he uses to produce authentic artifacts. Let us see how it works! 

The weaving board 

The weaving board, hereafter abbreviated by WB, (figure 1) is an apparatus I developed 

when challenged with the questions on how to bring my ethnomathematics research 

results into a mathematics class, where the teacher has a programmed topic of the 

curriculum plan, to teach it in a closed space of time. So, the WB was indeed invented 

to assist twill weaving for the teaching and learning of mathematics in the classroom. It 

consists of fixed strips of cardboard (F-strips) attached to a stiff cardboard background, 

and of some loose strips (L-strips) to interweave with the fixed strips. 

 

 

Figure 1: Weaving board (WB) 

The border of the stiff cardboard is numbered to make the description of the pathway of 

the strips easier. Furthermore, the stiff cardboard background helps the weaving in case 

no flat supporting surface is available, particularly for a large weaving board.  

 

In this work I used those input questions, starting by imitating the technique in order to 

get insight for the exploration of weaving per se, as opposed to mathematical activities 

for the classroom. I tried to find out what would be relevant as common features in 

producing plain and twill weave, by both artisan in his/her environment and learner in 

the classroom. On one hand I see the activity of the artisan as something which lies in 

between cultural manifestation and mathematical thought. On the other hand, I see the 

weaving activity of the learner, as something lying in between mathematics and 

cognitive process, which apparently does not have any connection with the weaver’s 

activity. In their activities, both artisan and learner are “weavers” since they produce 

same weaving, independent of the objective that each one has, and independent of the 

material that each one uses. The common product of both is twill weave as weaving 
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